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A collection of poetry exploring the craziness of modern life, including the award-winning poem, "Out of 
the Blue." 

Editorial Reviews: 

"These poems are like rare, black pearls, simple, beautiful, darkly iridescent, and a little sinister. The 
Reader wears them in her heart and mind like a badge made of rare jewels that entitles her to a tour 
through The Other Side of Crazy with poet Toohey as the tour guide." ~ Ellen Tsagaris, Sappho, I should 
have listened 

"Toohey explores the frailty of relationships and modern life from her own unique perspective. ... Her 
poems beat with palpable emotion, fearless and honest, evoking a rich, multi-layered world." ~ Nancy Ann 
Schaefer, In Search of Lode 

"Toohey exhibits her diverse and creative poetic voice in The Other Side of Crazy. Her poems elicit raw 
emotions and draw the reader to think about life from a different angle, from the other side of the 
proverbial box." ~ Trisha Georgiou, Quartered Enlightenment 

About the Author, Jodie Toohey 
 

Jodie Toohey is the author of five books, two poetry collections - Crush and Other Love Poems for 
Girls (2008) and Other Side of Crazy (918studio, 2013) - as well as three novels, Missing Emily: Croatian 
Life Letters (2012), Melody Madson – May It Please the Court? (2014), and Taming the Twisted (2015). 
When she is not writing fiction or poetry, Jodie helps authors, soon-to-be authors and want-to-be authors 
from pre-idea to reader with her Wordsy Woman Author Services company. She lives in Davenport, Iowa, 
with her husband, daughter, son, dog, and cat. 
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